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The intricate needs of science may perhaps be allowed to over-
ride a literary principle of this sort; and accordingly the Oxford
Dictionary recognizes that a- is compounded with Latin words
in scientific and technical terms, as a-sexual; but purely literary
workers may be expected to abstain. The obvious excuse for
this formation is that the Latin negative prefix is already taken
up in immoral, which means contrary to morality, while a word
is wanted to mean unconcerned with morality. But with non
freely prefixed to adjectives in English (though not in Latin),
there can be no objection to nan-moral. The second of our
instances is a few weeks later than the first, and the hyphen has
disappeared; so quickly has The Times convinced itself that
amoral is a regular English word.
There was no social or economic jealousy between them, no racial
aversion.—Times.
Concessions which, besides damaging Hungary by raising racial and
language questions of all kinds, would . ..—Times.
The action of foreign countries as to their coastal trade.—Times.
Her riverine trade.—Westminster Gazette.
It has been already stated that -al is mainly confined to un-
mistakable Latin stems. There is whimsical, and there may be
others that break the rule, though the Oxford Dictionary (-al
suffix, -teal suffix, -ial suffix) gives no exceptions. The ugly
words racial and coastal themselves might well be avoided ex-
cept in the rare cases where race and coast used adjectivally will
not do the work (they would in the present instances); and they
should not be made precedents for new formations. If language
is better than linguistic, much more race than racial; similarly,
river than riverine.
Bull baiting, bear baiting . . . were put down with the same indis-
criminating severity.—j. R. gbeen.
We can only regret that his ideas are indigested.—Times.
It may safely be laid down that when adjectives ending in the
obviously English -ed or -ing are to be negatived, the English
un- is better than the Latin m-; indigestible, but undigested-
indiscriminate, but undiscriminating.
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